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If Spook Street is where spies live, Joe Country
is where they go to die. In Slough House, the
London outpost for disgraced MI5 spies,
memories are stirring, all of them bad.
Catherine Standish is buying booze again,
Louisa Guy is raking over the ashes of lost
love, and new recruit Lech Wicinski, whose
sins make him an outcast even among the slow
horses, is determined to discover who
destroyed his career, even if he tears his life
apart in the process. Meanwhile, in Regent’s
Park, Diana Taverner’s tenure as First Desk is
running into difficulties. If she’s going to make
the Service fit for purpose, she might have to
make deals with a familiar old devil . . . And
with winter taking its grip, Jackson Lamb would
sooner be left brooding in peace, but even he
can’t ignore the dried blood on his carpets. So
when the man responsible for killing a slow
horse breaks cover at last, Lamb sends the
slow horses out to even the score.
Albert Campion is in the bleak, remote and very
muddy village of Wicken on the Essex coast on
a mission to rescue Dame Jocasta's dog, but
soon finds himself sinking into something far
more dangerous. East coast of England, 1971.
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Harvard student Mason Clay is writing a thesis
on a group of settlers who travelled to America
from the remote Essex coastal village of
Wicken-juxta-Mare 300 years ago. Clay plans
to visit Wicken as part of his research, and who
better assist him with all things Essex than
Albert Campion? But Wicken is already firmly
on Campion's radar thanks to Dame Jocasta
Upcott's luxury yacht found beached on a
mudbank close to the village, its captain very
stuck - and very dead - in the mud. Was it a
bizarre accident or something more sinister?
Agreeing to Dame Jocasta's request to recover
her beloved pet pooch, Robespierre, Campion
finds himself in Wicken, surrounded by
suspicious locals and tales of witchcraft, and
soon discovers its past is linked to a number of
current disturbing events . . .
The Bond-esque River Cartwight and his group
of defunct MI5 spies, headed by the irascible
Jackson Lamb, will do anything to get back into
the game. When a member of London's Slough
House - MI5's stable for disgraced spies, socalled "slow horses" - is kidnapped by a former
soldier bent on revenge, the agents must risk
treason and breach Regent's Park to steal intel
in exchange for their comrade's safety. But the
kidnapping is only the tip of the iceberg as they
are caught in a conspiracy that threatens the
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future not only of Slough House but of MI5
itself.
Protecting her identity means life or death in
this immersive epic fantasy inspired by the
Mughal Empire. In a different life, under a
different name, Razia Khan was raised to be the
Crown Prince of Nizam, the most powerful
kingdom in Daryastan. Born with the soul of a
woman, she ran away at a young age to escape
her father’s hatred and live life true to herself.
Amongst the hijras of Bikampur, Razia finds
sisterhood and discovers a new purpose in life.
By day she’s one of her dera’s finest dancers,
and by night its most profitable thief. But when
her latest target leads her to cross paths with
Arjun Agnivansha, Prince of Bikampur, it is she
who has something stolen. An immediate
connection with the prince changes Razia’s life
forever, and she finds herself embroiled in a
dangerous political war. The stakes are greater
than any heist she’s ever performed. When the
battle brings her face to face with her father,
Razia has the chance to reclaim everything she
lost⋯and save her prince.
Missing Persons and Unidentified Remains
Vera Kelly Is Not a Mystery (A Vera Kelly
Story)
A Novel
A Woman of War
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God and Donald Trump
• 72 Solved Issue and Argument topics solved using
simple methods and expert strategies • New Essays
included • Topics sorted by categories • Online access
to printable Answer sheets Take your writing from
prepared and correct to flawless when practicing with
more essay writing strategies and sample essays in GRE
Analytical Writing: Solutions to the Real Essay Topics
Book 2 (Seventh Edition). With 36 Analyze an Issue
Essays and 36 Analyze an Argument Essays picked up
from the official pool of topics, be prepared on what to
write in the actual test and get closer to a perfect essay
score. All the essay tasks in the book provide plenty of
statement examples for practice and then go into detail
about how to think about the statements and turn them
into an essay. Downloadable answer sheets for every
essay help to implement outcomes of strategies given
throughout the book. Practising these essays in a timed
manner will give you a feel of the actual test day
conditions. Use this book for your long-term or lastminute essay writing prep. About Test Prep Series The
focus of the Test Prep Series is to make test preparation
streamlined and fruitful for competitive exam aspirants.
Students preparing for the entrance exams now have
access to the most comprehensive series of prep guides
for GRE, GMAT and SAT preparation. All the books in
this series are thoroughly researched, frequently
updated, and packed with relevant content that has been
prepared by authors with more than a decade of
experience in the field.
Madame Calixta, the owner of the Shining Star Salon, a
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brothel in the Kingdom of Alhambra, an exquisitely
trained exotic prostitute, but vain and arrogant
businesswoman, was never destined to lead the life of
an Exotic prostitute. She is an enslaved woman that lives
in a kingdom with socially institutionalized and taxed
prostitution. Her Trade tattoo marked her, and life singed
her. Calixta protected her pregnant best friend and was
murdered for her actions. On the street of the port city of
Talbert, she laid, but at the gates of heaven at The BoxExchange Train Station, she found her true self. There,
The Virtues must bend the rules, cheat a little, and love a
lot. So, they sent Calixta back to Alhambra, with some
blessings. A prostitute was to be the third Vanquisher of
Evil? Dreyden was the first Vanquisher. For years he
fought alone, but the Evil Jadro appeared in Alhambra.
The man had turned to darkness one Kingdome,
Alhambra was next. Dreyden had heard a message, "Go
to Talbert." But he found a lustful beauty. A woman that
was the evil of society and that stir his blood. She can't
be the Third Vanquisher In a world where your trade is
everything, and it defines your destiny, Calixta finds she
has options, but at the same time, society, man, and evil
itself tries to destroy her. In the midst of all, will she learn
to fight back? Will Calixta finds her freedom and that of
her friends? Will she accept the free things in life? Will
she learn that love does exist?
This illustrated guide to La Mortella, an Italian garden
created by Lady Walton, details a creation over 45 years
in the making. Royalties from the sale of the book go to
the William Walton Trust, of which HRH The Prince of
Wales is Patron.
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The ex-MI6 agent is on the run as he uncovers a deadly
conspiracy reaching back to the days of Cold War
espionage in this acclaimed thriller series. Former MI6
agent Paul Samson is shadowing a young woman
around London for a private security company. Though
the brilliant Zoe Freemantle is intriguing, the work is a bit
dull—until Samson is almost killed by a thuggish
assassin. When other people connected to Paul come
under attack, including legendary spy Robert Harland
and billionaire Denis Hisami, Paul escapes to Estonia to
make sense of the mysterious threat. Paul knows
there’s a target on his back. The only question is whose
finger is on the trigger. Together with Denis’s wife
Anastasia, Paul picks up the trail of a former Stasi agent
whose network of assets go deep into the US and UK
governments. Now, Paul and Anastasia must expose the
spymaster before any more people are killed or agencies
compromised. An astonishing and timely thriller
examining the penetration of Russian assets into all
levels of western life, The Old Enemy is a complex,
breathtaking race against time from “one of our most
accomplished thriller writers” (Financial Times).
Deep Down Dead
GRE Analytical Writing: Solutions to the Real Essay
Topics - Book 2
Giardini La Mortella
London Rules
The Old Enemy
A drop, in spook parlance, is the passing on of secret
information. It’s also what happens just before you hit the
ground. Old spooks carry the memory of tradecraft in their
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bones, and when Solomon Dortmund sees an envelope being
passed from one pair of hands to another in a Marylebone
café, he knows he’s witnessed more than an innocent
encounter. But in relaying his suspicions to John Bachelor,
who babysits retired spies like Solly for MI5, he sets in motion
a train of events that will alter lives.
Discover the hidden corners and forgotten crevices of
Britain's landscapes, from lost rural treasures to unseen
urban gems. Landscapes reflect and shape our behaviour.
They make us who we are and bear witness to the shifting
patterns of human life over the generations. Bringing to bear
a lifetime's digging, archaeologist Francis Pryor delves into
Britain's hidden urban and rural landscapes, from Whitby
Abbey to the navvy camp at Risehill in Cumbria, from Tintagel
to Tottenham's Broadwater Farm. Through fields, woods,
moors, roads, tracks and towns, he reveals the stories of our
physical surroundings and what they meant to the people
who formed them, used them and lived in them. These
landscapes, he stresses, are our common physical
inheritance. If we can understand how to make them yield up
their secrets, it will help us, their guardians, to maintain and
shape them for future generations.
For the kings and queens of England, a trumpet fanfare or
crash of cymbals could be as vital a weapon as a cannon.
Showcasing a monarch’s power, prestige and taste, music
has been the lifeblood of many a royal dynasty. From sacred
choral works to soaring symphonies, Music and Monarchy
looks at how England’s character was shaped by its music.
To David Starkey and Katie Greening, works like Handel’s
Water Music and Tallis’s Mass for Four Voices were more
than entertainment – they were pieces signalling political
intent, wealth and ambition. Starkey and Greening examine
England’s most iconic musical works to demonstrate how
political power has been a part of musical composition for
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centuries. Many of our current musical motifs of nationhood,
whether it’s the Last Night of the Proms or football terraces
erupting in song, have their origins in the way the crown has
shaped the national soundtrack. Published to coincide with a
major BBC series, Music and Monarchy is not a book about
music. It is a history of England written in music, from our
leading royal historian.
A routine assignment for deep cover specialist Marc Portman
becomes something darker and deeper in this action-packed
spy thriller. Deep cover specialist Marc Portman is in Lebanon
on a last-minute assignment. A straightforward collect-and-go
job. At least it should have been. Ambushed by a surprise
attack, it's clear that someone must have had advance
warning of Portman's arrival. But who is his unseen enemy clearly one with considerable resources - and why do they
want him dead? More importantly, how could his attacker
have known of his movements with less than 24 hours'
notice? Concluding there must be an active leak at the heart
of the CIA, Portman finds himself virtually alone and on the
run, hung out to dry by the powers-that-be. If he is to survive,
he must use his unique skill set to turn the tables on his
pursuers . . . and beat them at their own game.
White Hot Silence
Spook Street
David Starkey's Music and Monarchy
Spiteful Bones
Reckless Miles

One day a man arrives in town. Unassuming. Quiet.
The assassin known as Victor is hiding out in a small
motel in Canada after a job across the border. A few
days laying low and he'll be gone and leave no trace
behind. He doesn't count on getting to know a
mother and her boy whoPage
reminds
him of his own
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troubled childhood. When both vanish, only Victor
seems to notice. Once he starts looking for them, he
finds himself at odds with the criminals who own the
town. They want him gone. Only Victor's going
nowhere until he discovers the truth and to them he's
just a quiet man asking the wrong questions. But that
quiet man is a dangerous man.
Both personally revealing and informed by years of
immersive research, JAPANTHEM: Countercultural
Experiences, Cross-Cultural Remixes is filled with
honest vignettes that delve beyond the aspects of
Japanese culture that have captivated the western
world to portray a society's deep relationship with
music, and what it means to listen and understand
as a cultural outsider. Informed by a decade of backand-forth across the Pacific and years of immersive
research for a doctoral thesis in ethnomusicology,
Jillian Marshall explores the music of contemporary
Japan through a prism of serendipity, romance,
learning life lessons the hard way, and an insatiable
curiosity for the human spirit. The book's twenty
vignettes--including what it's like to be subtly bullied
by your Buddhist dance teacher, go to a secret rave
in woods near Mt. Fuji, meet a pop star at a
basement club, and experience a nuclear disaster
unfold by the minute--are based on first-hand
experiences, and illustrate music's fascinating
relationship to Japanese society with honesty,
intelligence, and humor. JAPANTHEM offers a
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uniquely nuanced portrayal of life in the Land of the
Rising Sun--while encouraging us to listen more
deeply in (and to) Japan in the process.
The Drama Man: God Wants All to Receive. In this
third book in this four-book series, Lindell A. Warden
a former student of Neville Goddard, will be sharing
with you some powerful principles around Neville's
teachings. You will learn that everything begins in
the theater of your mind and that you are always
creating in your imagination. He shares that your
thought always precedes your evidence. You can
literally choose what you will think daily and
transform your world from the inside out. He gives
insights into how to mentally live from the end of
your intentions. He explains the power of assuming
that you already have what you desire. You will gain
insights into whatever has your attention, has your
life. You will discover that all things are possible
when you live in the power of your imagination.
These talks are a simple message for a life of
desired change. "Change your mind change your
world" is our theme. Someone shared this wonderful
idea with me. I used the idea and it worked time after
time for achieving desired results. I shared the idea
with others and they also discovered that they could
not fail. You can put off pursuing an idea, a desired
result seemingly forever. However, in the true sense,
you can never fail. Please allow me to share this
simple message with you: You must realize that your
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outer world of facts and effects are aligned with your
inner world of thoughts and feelings. Consciousness
is always being objectified. Everything in your world
is yourself being pushed out. The imagination is
forever creating reality in this The Drama Man for
every child born of woman.
"What happens when an old spook starts to lose his
mind? Do the Services have a retirement home for
people who know too many secrets but don't
remember their secrets? Or does someone come to
take care of the senile spy for good? These are the
questions River Cartwright must ask himself as his
grandfather--David Cartwright, a Cold War-era
operative--starts to forget to wear pants, and starts
believing everyone in his life is someone sent by
Services to watch him. However, River has other
things to worry about. A bomb goes off in the middle
of a flash mob performance in a busy shopping
center and kills forty innocent civilians. The agents of
Slough House have to figure out who is behind this
act of terror before the situation escalates"-Mr Campion's Coven
A Highland story
Shocking Beauty
The Drama Man
The Seattle Lighthouse for the Blind
"Immensely talented… Christy’s muscular, vivid writing
and John le Carré-esque talent for thrusting us deep
into unfamiliar territory ensure that what could lapse
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into cliché instead sounds fresh and exciting… Klay is
a great, flawed hero, in the vein of the classic harddrinking, hard-living, hard-loving loner.”--New York
Times Book Review In this intricate and propulsive
thriller--from National Geographic's founder of Special
Investigations--Tom Klay an investigative reporter
leading a double life as a CIA spy, discovers that he
has been weaponized in a global game of espionage
pitting him against one of the world's most ruthless
men. Tom Klay is a celebrated investigative wildlife
reporter for the esteemed magazine The Sovereign.
But Klay is not just a journalist. His reporting is cover
for an even more dangerous job: CIA agent. Klay's
press credentials make him a perfect spy--able to
travel the globe, engage both politicians and warlords,
and openly record what he sees. When he needs help,
the Agency provides it to him, and asks little in return.
But while on assignment in Kenya, Klay is attacked
and his closest friend is murdered. Soon Klay's
carefully constructed double life unravels as his
ambition turns to revenge. The CIA has an answer.
Klay is offered a devil's bargain to capture the man
who killed his friend by infiltrating the offices of the
woman he once loved, South Africa's special
prosecutor, Hungry Khoza. But Klay soon discovers
that he and Hungry are part of a larger, more lethal
game--one that involves a ruthless mercenary and a
global superpower. The deeper he digs, the more Klay
realizes that everything he thought he knew about his
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work may have been a lie, and his sworn enemy may
be his only ally. In this riveting, timely thriller, the lines
between good and evil blur, and absolutely nothing is
as it seems.
For readers of The Tattooist of Auschwitz and Kate
Furnivall comes a gritty tale of courage, betrayal and
love in the most unlikely of places. Also published as
The German Midwife.
Restoring his recently inherited family home is proving
a daunting task for young lawyer Nigellus Cobmartin.
When workmen uncover a skeleton bound, tied and
hidden in the wall - and holding the precious relic that
went missing from his father's estate nearly twenty
years ago - Nigellus immediately calls on London
tracker Crispin Guest for help.
Ian Fleming. John le Carré. Len Deighton. Mick
Herron. The brilliant plotting of Herron’s twice CWA
Dagger Award-winning Slough House series of spy
novels is matched only by his storytelling gift and an
ear for viciously funny political satire. “Mick Herron is
the John le Carré of our generation.”—Val McDermid
At MI5 headquarters Regent’s Park, First Desk
Claude Whelan is learning the ropes the hard way.
Tasked with protecting a beleaguered prime minister,
he’s facing attack from all directions: from the
showboating MP who orchestrated the Brexit vote,
and now has his sights set on Number Ten; from the
showboat’s wife, a tabloid columnist, who’s crucifying
Whelan in print; from the PM’s favorite Muslim, who’s
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about to be elected mayor of the West Midlands,
despite the dark secret he’s hiding; and especially
from his own deputy, Lady Di Taverner, who’s alert for
Claude’s every stumble. Meanwhile, the country’s
being rocked by an apparently random string of terror
attacks. Over at Slough House, the MI5 satellite office
for outcast and demoted spies, the agents are
struggling with personal problems: repressed grief,
various addictions, retail paralysis, and the nagging
suspicion that their newest colleague is a psychopath.
Plus someone is trying to kill Roddy Ho. But
collectively, they’re about to rediscover their greatest
strength—that of making a bad situation much, much
worse. It’s a good thing Jackson Lamb knows the
rules. Because those things aren’t going to break
themselves.
Betty & Veronica: Prom Princesses
Delights & Shadows
A Hostile State
The Vanquishers of Alhambra
In the Company of Killers
"I love being naked. Naked is awesome."
~Cooper MilesLife used to be an endless
party. I worked hard and played harder--as
often as possible. But things change--people
change--and lately the party life isn't doing
it for me.Enter Amelia. It isn't every day
that you meet a girl in a wedding dress in a
bar. A girl whose life just took a sharp left
turn she wasn't expecting. Kissing her? It's
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no big deal--totally just for fun. She's had
one hell of a day, and a little kissing
lesson by Cooper is bound to make her feel
better. Getting in a little dig at the
dumbass who left her at the altar is a
bonus.The invitation back to her hotel? That,
I wasn't expecting.Saying yes to her is
reckless. Not because I'm a stranger to a onenight-stand. And not because she's in a
wedding dress, and the words this is my first
time cross her lips.Saying yes to Amelia is
reckless because she's making me feel things
I've never felt before--big things. Nothing
scares me. But this girl? She might be magic,
and I have no idea what to do with
that.**Each book in the Miles Family series
ends with a romantic HEA, but there is an
ongoing subplot that spans the entire series.
Contains explicit language and content.**
An award-winning journalist who campaigned
for President Trump during his election
offers a powerful first-person account of one
of the most contentious races in American
history, with exclusive interviews and
insightful commentary from the men and women
who were there.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry Ted
Kooser, who served as United States Poet
Laureate (2004–2006), is a poet who works
toward clarity and accessibility, so that
each distinctive poem appears to be as fresh
and bright and spontaneous as a good
watercolor painting. He is a haiku-like
imagist who imbues his poems with "tender
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wisdom,” and draws inspiration from the
overlooked details of daily life. Praise for
Delights and Shadows: "Ted Kooser...has a
genius for making the ordinary sacred."—The
New York Times "A sense of wonder and
compassion runs through this Pulitzer Prize
winning volume… Kooser's poetry is
understated yet manages to skillfully
illuminate the small moments of
life."—Christian Science Monitor "[Kooser]
brushes poems over ordinary objects,
revealing metaphysical themes that way an
investigator dusts for fingerprints. His
language is so controlled and convincing that
one can't help but feel significant truths
behind his lines."—The Philadelphia Inquirer
"There is a sense of quiet amazement at the
core of all Kooser's work, but it especially
seems to animate his new collection of poems,
Delights & Shadows. Every delight is shadowed
by darkness in this book of small wonders and
hard dualisms."—Edward Hirsch, The Washington
Post "Delights and Shadows is a book with a
deep stillness at its center, perfectly selfcontained."—Carol Muske-Dukes, Los Angeles
Times "Kooser's ninth collection of poems
reflects the simple and remarkable things of
everyday life. That he often sees things we
do not would be delight enough, but more
amazing is exactly what he sees. Nothing
escapes him; everything is
illuminated….Highly recommended."—Library
Journal "Few poets depict the Midwest so
accurately or with such tender regard...
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Kooser excels at the brief, imagistic
poem."—The Kansas City Star "Delights and
Shadows raises the voice of the poet above
everything else. Each short, vivid poem on
the page reads as if it were being spoken
aloud. Details about cemeteries,
dictionaries, a doctor's waiting room, and a
jar of buttons bristle with sound and
awareness. Kooser's ability to use brief
lyrics to compose a music of discovery and
regeneration makes his work radiant and
consuming... This is not an extended, complex
or experimental kind of writing, but poetry
that rings true, allowing the human sound of
being to exist on the page."—Bloomsbury
Review "Here is the gift and fragility of
life."—The Wichita Eagle "Kooser is a master
of the subjective description. Empathetic
without sentimentality, his eye ranges over
all sorts of everyday subjects and finds
material everywhere… wherever the
unpredictable particularity of the world can
be glimpsed… Perhaps Kooser’s success lies in
his determination to see the… things of this
world with such clarity and passion that
their underlying mysteries, delights, and
shadows also become clear, if only for a
moment."—The Georgia Review "You can almost
see Kooser behind the poems, watching the
world like a sketch artist… Kooser displays
the same kind of fluid strokes Degas used in
his ballet pictures...He is an exquisite
miniaturist of daily life."—The Hartford
Courant "The poet finds magic in activities
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and objects typically considered mundane...
Metaphors are the treasure of these short,
imagistic poems, emphasizing the wonder and
delight latent in what is often merely taken
for granted."—Harvard Review "Kooser has
written more perfect poems than any poet of
his generation." —Dana Gioia "Kooser is
straightforward, possesses an American
essence, is humble, gritty, ironic and has a
gift for detail and a deceptive
simplicity."—Seattle Post-Intelligencer As
Poet Laureate of the United States, Ted
Kooser launched the weekly poetry column
"American Life in Poetry," which appears in
over 100 newspapers nationwide. He is the
author of ten books of poems, including the
collaboration with Jim Harrison, Braided
Creek: A Conversation in Poetry (isbn
9781556591877).
The prettiest girls, the prettiest dresses,
and plenty of fun at the prom--sparks fly as
Betty & Veronica work to protect their
friendship despite their rivalry over their
mutual boyfriend Archie! This graphic novel
collection contains all the ingredients of
Archie's perennial bestselling comic stories.
This fun full-color graphic novel anthology
of favorite comic stories captures the magic
of the high school prom and celebrates the
powerful and constantly-tested friendship
between Betty, everybody's favorite girl next
door, and Veronica, Riverdale High's richest
and classiest student.
The Marylebone Drop: A Novella
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Real Tigers
Japanthem: Countercultural Experiences, CrossCultural Remixes
The castles of Athlin and Dunbayne
(Tuttle Gardening Books)

A Washington Post Notable Fiction Book for
2011 The most closely-guarded secret of the
Cold War is about to be exposed – the identity
of a SIXTH member of the infamous
Cambridge spy ring. And people are killing for
it... London, 1992. Late one night, Edward
Crane, 76, is declared dead at a London
hospital. An obituary describes him only as a
'resourceful career diplomat'. But Crane was
much more than that – and the circumstances
surrounding his death are far from what they
seem. Fifteen years later, academic Sam
Gaddis needs money. When a journalist friend
asks for his help researching a possible sixth
member of the notorious Trinity spy ring,
Gaddis knows that she's onto a story that
could turn his fortunes around. But within
hours the journalist is dead, apparently from
a heart attack. Taking over her investigation,
Gaddis trails a man who claims to know the
truth about Edward Crane. Europe still echoes
with decades of deadly disinformation on both
sides of the Iron Curtain. And as Gaddis
follows a series of leads across the continent,
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he approaches a shocking revelation – one
which will rock the foundations of politics
from London to Moscow... "Cumming's novel
is characterized by a gripping sense of
realism. He displays a vast knowledge of
spycraft and Cold War history, and the dense,
three-dimensional world he crafts comes
complete with seedy hotels and smoky
nightclubs. The result is absolutely gripping.
Taut, atmospheric and immersive—an instant
classic." – Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on
The Trinity Six The Trinity Six is a Kirkus
Reviews Best of 2011 Thrillers title.
Shortlisted for: **The Kathy Reichs Award for
Fearless Female Character** **The Cat
Amongst the Pigeons Award for Most
Exceptional Debut** **FINALIST IN THE
INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS
AWARDS FOR BEST FIRST NOVEL** Parttime Florida bounty-hunter Lori Anderson
isn't a superhero … she's a single mum with a
lot on her plate. But when her family is
threatened, she'll stop at nothing to seek
justice, and keep them safe… ‘A real cracker'
Mark Billingham ‘My kind of book' Lee Child
‘Like Midnight Run, but much darker …
really, really good' Ian Rankin
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– Six
states. Three days. One chance to save her
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child… Lori Anderson is as tough as they
come, managing to keep her career as a
fearless Florida bounty hunter separate from
her role as single mother to nine-year-old
Dakota, who suffers from leukaemia. But
when the hospital bills start to rack up, she
has no choice but to take her daughter along
on a job that will make her a fast buck. And
that's when things start to go wrong. The
fugitive she's assigned to haul back to court
is none other than JT, Lori's former mentor –
the man who taught her everything she knows
… the man who also knows the secrets of her
murky past. Not only is JT fighting a child
exploitation racket operating out of one of
Florida's biggest amusement parks, Winter
Wonderland, a place where ‘bad things never
happen', but he's also mixed up with the
powerful Miami Mob. With two fearsome foes
on their tails, just three days to get JT back to
Florida, and her daughter to protect, Lori has
her work cut out for her. When they're
ambushed at a gas station, the stakes go from
high to stratospheric, and things become
personal. DIVBreathtakingly fast-paced, both
hard-boiled and heart-breaking, Deep Down
Dead is a simply stunning debut from one of
the most exciting new voices in crime fiction.
Praise for the Lori Anderson Series ‘This is
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romping entertainment that moves faster
than a bullet' Jake Kerridge, Sunday Express
‘If you like your action to race away at full
tilt, then this whirlwind of a thriller is a must'
Deirdre O'Brien, Sunday People ‘With
convincing, gritty local detail, unflinching
violence, and a subplot of red-hot romance,
all narrated by a likeable, fast-talking
heroine, this punchy and powerful adventure
will leave you wanting more' Sunday Mirror
‘Stripper-turned-bounty hunter Lori, with her
sickly young daughter in tow, gets into highoctane escapes when she sets out to bring her
former lover and mentor to justice. Lively'
Sunday Times ‘The non-stop twists and turns
– plus Lori's constant dilemma as she is torn
between the instincts of motherhood and the
need to stay focused on her perilous mission –
draw in readers like a magnet and keep them
hooked to the action right up to the
emotional conclusion' Burnley Gazette ‘Deep
Down Dead is an impressive thriller, the kind
of book that comfortably sits alongside
seasoned pros at the top of
On the shores of Lake Ontario, the fires of
Camp Hollis have been burning brightly for
sixty-two years, ever since Judge Eugene
Sullivan opened the camp for the youth of
Oswego County. This collection of nostalgic
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images from summers past takes readers
back to the classic days of hiking, swimming
and marshmallow roasting. Each grinning
face, each moment of captured camaraderie
tells the story of war m green days and starry
nights, of cookouts, canoes and campfire
songs. These photos are a glowing testimony
to the success of Sullivan's vision, the
profound impact on the lives of Oswego
County youth and the power of role models
who want to make a difference.
Find inspiration and fresh ideas with this
beautifully photographed garden design book.
In Shocking Beauty, visionary garden
impresario Thomas Hobbs offers his original
and trendsetting treatises on garden design.
In inspiring essays such as "Portable drams",
"Staging Incidents" and "Zonal Denial, Hobbs
uses examples from exceptional gardens
throughout North America and Europe to
demonstrate how a garden freed from the
bonds of conventional design can result in
spaces of singular and startling allure. Hobbs
suggests that nature is the best teacher for
blending color, texture and plant species to
create "shocking beauty" in a garden.
Shocking Beauty offers an in-depth gardening
book with a twist-it enables you to discover
what it takes to stop people in their tracks
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and realize how stunning nature can be.
Illustrated with over 200 striking full-color
photographs, this thought-provoking book
will inspire people who've never gardened
before and invigorate the passions of those
who already know the joy of gardening.
Garden design topics include: Inspiration
Zonal Denial Good Neighbors High Tension
Color: Cause & Effect Staging Incidents
Portable Drama Home Visions
Stealing Thunder
Camp Hollis
Encounters with Britain's Hidden Landscapes
The Trinity Six
The Lost Properties of Love
What if you could tell the truth about who you are,
without risking losing the one you love? This is a
book about love affairs and why we choose to have
them; a book for anyone who has ever loved and
wondered what it is all about.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and
possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
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available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
In this blistering sequel to bestselling author Henry
Porter's "timely and terrific" (Mick Herron) Firefly,
former MI6 agent Paul Samson is dispatched to
rescue a Greek aid worker who is being held
hostage by a Mafia group with terrorist ties.
The “splendid genre-pushing” (People) Vera Kelly
series returns in full force as our recently out-of-thespy-game heroine finds herself traveling from
Brooklyn to a sprawling countryside estate in the
Caribbean in her first case as a private investigator.
When ex-CIA agent Vera Kelly loses her job and her
girlfriend in a single day, she reluctantly goes into
business as a private detective. Heartbroken and
cash-strapped, she takes a case that dredges up
dark memories and attracts dangerous characters
from across the Cold War landscape. Before it’s
over, she’ll chase a lost child through foster care
and follow a trail of Dominican exiles to the
Caribbean. Forever looking over her shoulder, she
nearly misses what’s right in front of her: her own
desire for home, connection, and a new romance at
the local bar. In this exciting second installment of
the Vera Kelly series, Rosalie Knecht challenges
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and deepens the Vera we love: a woman of sparkling
wit, deep moral fiber, and martini-dry humor who
knows how to follow a case even as she struggles to
follow her heart.
Joe Country
A Quiet Man
The Nation's Silent Mass Disaster
Tropical Plant Science
Paths to the Past
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